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 BPM Script  (00:00-02:04) 

Clip Link: http://www.priority-software.com/eshbel.com/Movie_Search/BPM_clip.htm 

Note: Yellow highlights indicate action instructions.  

*HEADINGS ARE NOT MEANT TO BE READ ALOUD. 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: ENTER THE PRICE QUOTATIONS FOR CUSTOMERS FORM AND MAKE SURE 

THERE IS A QUOTE FOR OVER $1,000 WITH THE DRAFT STATUS THAT IS ASSIGNED TO "JOE". ALSO 

DOUBLE CHECK WHICH STATUSES, PATHS, ETC ARE ALREADY DEFINED FOR PRICE QUOTES IN 

THE FLOW CHART. CREATE A "SALES" USER GROUP 

Introduction (0:00-0:49) 

Hi, I'm __________ from Priority Software. In this video I will demonstrate the use of 

Priority's BPM, Business Process Management tool. Process management mainly refers to 

the process a document goes through from the moment it is opened until it is finalized – for 

example, from the opening of a price quote in the "Draft" status, until a sales order is based 

on it. This process also includes the progression from one kind of document to another - in 

our example, from a quote to an order. The process is managed by defining statuses such 

as "Draft" and "Approved",  the paths or workflows between them, and rules that apply to 

the statuses and paths. Each major document in a defined work process has its own 

flowchart. The BPM tool is the basis of your business processes. Let's get to know it. 

Business Process Management (0:50-2:03) 

Open the BPM Flow Chart for Customer Quotes from the Sales > Price Quotations 

menu. As you can see, there are a number of predefined default statuses[POINT]. Each 

BPM flow chart has a default initial status (usually "Draft"). The box representing this status 

is easily identified by its sharp corners and dotted border[SHOW]. If I right-click on this 

status, you can see that it is currently flagged as a Permitted Initial Status and as the 

Default Initial Status[POINT]. This is the status that is assigned to any newly opened 

document. 

You can define any number of statuses as a permitted initial status by right-clicking the 

status and flagging the Permitted Initial Status column. Note that the corners of the status 

have become sharp to indicate this change. As a result, when users open a new document, 

even though a default status appears, they can change it to any permitted status without 

having to leave and reenter the line. Right-click the status to view and revise these 

definitions. 

Additional options displayed by right-clicking the status, such as Properties, include the 

actions and commands that may be performed in the flow chart. These can also be 

accessed via the tool tray. 

http://www.priority-software.com/eshbel.com/Movie_Search/BPM_clip.htm
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Status Properties (2:04-2:55) 

Open the Properties window to view several important definitions pertaining to the status. 

Note that the properties of price quotes are not the same as the properties of sales orders 

or sales invoices. For example, the Allow Order to Open flag determines that you can 

open an order based on a price quote with this status. Active statuses should be flagged in 

the Include in ToDo List column. This means that quotes in my name with this status will 

be included in the number of active quotes in my name displayed on the homepage in the 

top right corner of the Customer Price Quotes tile[DEMONSTRATE]. 

The Status Once Printed and the Status Once Ordered columns determine the next 

stage of the process. Assuming that an order can be opened for a price quotation with the 

"Ready" status, this column determines the status automatically assigned to the quote once 

the order is opened. 

Defining Paths (2:56-4:24) 

Now you can link the statuses together and define a work flow sequence by means of 

paths, which determine the available options for moving a price quote from one status to 

another. Paths defined between statuses will not be in effect if the Disable Path 

Definitions command in the Edit menu is flagged, so l will remove the flag for the present 

time[DEMONSTRATE]. 

To link two statuses, click the arrow on the tool tray or right-click an empty space in the flow 

chart and select Draw Path. Place the cursor at the bottom of the "Draft" status and draw a 

line to the "Ready" status. This will enable workflow between the two statuses. Note that if 

you want to enable workflow in both directions, you must draw another path between 

"Ready" and "Draft". I can define additional paths in the same way. 

[USE THESE OPTIONS TO DRAW ANOTHER PATH FROM Ready TO Canceled, 2 

PATHS FROM Draft TO Order Placed AND TO Sent, A PATH FROM THE Sent STATUS 

TO THE Canceled STATUS AND A PATH FROM Pending TO Ready] I choose not to link 

"Draft" and "Order Placed" to ensure that a price quote will only receive the "Order Placed" 

status automatically, once an order has been opened. If the flow chart gets crowded or 

unclear, you can rearrange the statuses by dragging them around the work area. You can 

also assign colors to organize the flow chart visually[DEMONSTRATE]. 

The paths we have just defined, which are represented by arrows in the flow chart, reflect 

the order in which a price quote is to be processed. I'll save the flow chart and then check 

the effect of the changes that I made to see if it is really possible to change a price quote 

from "Draft" to the three statuses defined previously[OPEN PQ16000004PRICE QUOTE 

AND CHANGE THE STATUS]. 

Defining Rules – Paths (4:25-6:27) 

Now, I'm ready to set up rules for paths. I right-click the path and select Rules [RIGHT-

CLICK PATH BETWEEN Pending TO Ready]. The rule will activate a system response 
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when certain conditions are met. First, in the Rule Description column, I will record a brief 

description of the rule I am about to define. [RECORD: SALES GROUP ONLY ]Under Do 

the Following, you will see the following options: You can send an automatic e-mail or a 

text message when the document changes from one status to the next; you can determine 

that the document will be assigned to a specific user when its status changes; you can 

define that only a specific user or user group will be allowed to change a document's status 

from "Draft" to "Ready"; or, you can open a task automatically for a specific user when the 

document's status changes from "Draft" to "Ready". I'll demonstrate an Allow Status 

Change rule. 

First, I'll indicate that only users in the Sales group are allowed to move price quotes from 

the "Draft" status to the "Ready" status[SELECT "Allow status change"; "group"; "Sales"]. 

By the way, groups are defined in the Groups form in the CRM menu. Click OK. Note that 

the path is now marked with a red circle[POINT], indicating that only certain users are 

allowed to move price quotes from the "Draft" status to the "Ready" status.  

Now I'll define a rule so that as soon as a quote is ready, it will be assigned to Sharon, 

director of sales, who will handle it from then on. This time, since a rule already exists for 

this path, when you click Rules, the List of Rules dialog box opens. In this window you can 

delete, edit or make the rule inactive. If several rules exist, you can change their order. 

Notice that each rule has an automatically assigned number that helps you keep track of all 

your rules. Click the More button to Search for a specific rule or to display a Report of all 

the rules defined for the path.  

I'm going to choose New to define a new rule for the status: when the quote's status 

changes from "Draft" to "Ready", it will be assigned to Sharon[DEMONSTRATE]. 

Defining Rules – Statuses (6:28-08:47) 

Similarly, you can define rules for the statuses themselves, rather than the paths between 

them. Right-click the status and Rules or select it from the tool tray. Note the different 

options: You can define the rule to operate as soon as the document reaches this status, or 

if it remains in the status for a certain amount of time. That is, you can define time-based 

rules in the status itself. Note that time-based rules are operated from the server via the 

Tabula Task Scheduler. In order for this to work, the Send Reminders task must be active 

in the Scheduler and Mail Options for Other Servers must be defined on the server. More 

information on running the Tabula Task Scheduler can be found in other video tutorials and 

in Standard Operating Procedures.  

I'm going to define a rule so that if the document remains in the status for more than two 

weeks, meaning no order was opened for the quote, Sharon will receive a warning by e-

mail[DEMONSTRATE]. I'll record the subject of the e-mail [RECORD: No order was opened 

for Price Quote]and include the price quote number  by clicking Add Field. You can also 

add fields to the message itself for convenience[RECORD Price quote xxx for customer YY 

has been in the Sent status for two weeks].When Sharon receives the e-mail, she can click 
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the quote number in the message, which will open the quote in Priority. You can attach a 

printout of the quote in PDF format, as well as any of the quote's attachments. To indicate 

which BPM rule caused the automatic e-mail to be sent, add the rule number and 

description to the message. 

Let's say Sharon only handles price quotes higher than $500, or price quotes for overseas 

customers. You can add two conditions to the rule in keeping with these limitations. In the 

first condition, record that an e-mail will be sent only if the value in the Price Before 

Discount column is more than $500. Click the plus sign to add the second condition. Now 

record that an e-mail will be sent only if the value in the Currency column differs from 

dollars.  In the When column, flag the "at least one condition is met (OR)" option. Press OK 

to save the rule. An e-mail will be sent if either of the recorded conditions are met. You can 

define as many conditions as you want.  

Status Definitions Forms (8:48-9:37) 

I'll briefly mention the Statuses for Price Quotations form, which displays all the statuses 

and their attributes in one convenient form. In both price quotes and sales orders this form 

has a sub-level Additional Status Definitions, where, for example, you can define that 

when a price quote reaches the "Order Placed" status, the status of the sales opportunity 

on which it is based will change to "Success". 

Finally, to track changes made to BPM flow charts, to view form errors triggered by BPM 

rules, and to run reports on BPM rules defined for statuses and paths, use the items in the 

BPM Maintenance menu accessed from System Management > System Maintenance > 

Periodic Maintenance. 

This concludes our explanation of Priority's BPM tool.  

 

 

 


